THE SIMPLICITY OF MAT DESIGN AND CUTTING

We proudly introduce: GUNNAR MAT CREATOR «GMC» operating software. Unlimited creativity combined with GUNNAR’s award winning, state-of-the-art features, and proven reliability in mat board cutting applications.
PRODUCT OVERVIEW

GUNNAR MAT CREATOR is the latest mat cutting operating software developed by framers, for framers, in the award-winning line of Gunnar computerized mat cutters. This completely new user interface is more intuitive and efficient, empowering the operator to customize designs and improve workflow in any mat cutting application.

GUNNAR MAT CREATOR offers a modern tool kit to easily create and cut custom designs. Once a design is completed and saved, the operator can open and cut it automatically with one mouse click. GMC software is a complete tool for the entire mat cutting process - from a creative idea to a completed masterpiece.

KEY FEATURES

• ArtView feature for rendered 3D preview of final artwork with matboard and frame
• Direct interface to SpecialtySoft™ point of sale system
• Graphic tablet assistance for easy vectorised hand writing and hand drawing in GMC
• Simplified view enabling streamlined and simple GMC software operation
• Remote control integration for easy and fast machine manipulation
• Dynamic 3D work view
• Powerful merge shape functions
• Vector-based draw mode
• Multi-language frontend
• Expanded template and clipart library
• Personalized tool bar and folders
• Automatic Nesting
• New improved font selection
• Theme-based video tutorials
• Alignment tools
• Personalised tool bar and folders
• Free updates for life available online

PRODUCT CONFIGURATION

The GUNNAR MAT CREATOR operating software is an integral part of all new GUNNAR computerized mat cutters CMC.

SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS

For up to date technical system requirements, please check the GMC product specifications on our Website www.gunnar-int.com.